GREAT RIDES

Ten challenging roadbike rides
full of breathtaking views

The highest mountain pass road in
Austria, the highest point in the Alps
accessible by roadbike, the steepest
climb in the country – Tirol is paradise
for roadbike enthusiasts. In September
2018, Innsbruck-Tirol will welcome the
world’s best roadbike riders for the
UCI Road World Championships.
To mark this historic event we have
put together ten Great Rides in Tirol
where amateurs can get that World
Championships feeling.
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Great Trails

Five flowing singletrack trails for downhill daredevils.

From true-heart passages to high alpine sections, the following five trails all have one thing in common: flow. The Arzl Alm Trail, Blindsee Trail, Flachau Trail, Leiterberg Trail and Plamort Trail are a fine cross-section of 85 singletrack trails in Tirol which draw riders from near and far to the region for spectacular two-wheeled adventures.

A good at singletrack requires then the following three aspects: flow, technique and - above all - fearlessness. The blindsee Trail is a prime example of the last point. It is a true all-rounder for riders who want to embrace every feature with a good measure of fearlessness.

The most important criteria for the selection of singletrack trails are based on the following points:

- **Flow**
The trail should be enjoyable and not too technical.
- **Technique**
Riders should be able to ride the trail with their preferred technique.
- **Fun factor**
A good singletrack trail should present riders with a challenge, at the same time it should not be too demanding. It should be possible for riders to continue enjoying the ride without feeling too much pressure to perform.

**THE MOST IMPORTANT CRITERIA FOR A TRAIL**

A varied and fun trail with some short uphill sections and a fantastic vantage point at the end. It’s an ideal trail for beginners who want to start with downhill.

**4. Arzler Alm Trail**

A varied and fun trail with some short uphill sections and a fantastic vantage point at the end. It’s an ideal trail for beginners who want to start with downhill.

**3. Leiterberg Trail**

A varied and fun trail with some short uphill sections and a fantastic vantage point at the end. It’s an ideal trail for beginners who want to start with downhill.

**2. Blindsee Trail**

A varied and fun trail with some short uphill sections and a fantastic vantage point at the end. It’s an ideal trail for beginners who want to start with downhill.

**1. Flachau Trail**

A varied and fun trail with some short uphill sections and a fantastic vantage point at the end. It’s an ideal trail for beginners who want to start with downhill.